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Shareholder Activism and ESG: What Comes Next, and How to Prepare
Kai H.E. Liekefett, Folly J. Gregory, Sidley Austin LLP
The recent successes of shareholder activists against Big Oil [1] this proxy season are one of many signs of mounting
and effective pressure from investors on public companies to enhance their performance and disclosures on
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) criteria. As ESG rises in prominence among investors, activist shareholders
have at their fingertips new and potent themes from ESG’s repertoire of concepts and criteria to use in campaigns to…
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“El IGS se propone acelerar el proceso de adecuación de la praxis de gobernanza a las cambiantes
necesidades de la sociedad”
Proxy Advisros and Market Power: Review of Investor Robovoting

Helping Shareholders Vote Their Values

Paul Rose (The Ohio State University)

Proxy Preview

In July 2020, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) adopted a final Proxy Advisor Rule, establishing
principles governing the conduct of proxy advisory firms,
which help institutional investors execute voting on
shareholder matters and advise them on how to vote…

Proxy Preview 2021 has been released by As You Sow,
Sustainable Investments Institute, and Proxy Impact. The
report offers a comprehensive look at hundreds of
shareholder resolutions about environmental, social, and
sustainable governance (ESG) issues.
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Three Ways Digitalisation Changes
Corporate Responsibility

Carbon, Caremark, and Corporate Governance
William Savitt, Sabastian V.Niles, Rosen & Katz

Insead Corporate Governance

When a virus brought the world to its knees, the digital
economy got a shot of adrenaline. Remote working, ecommerce and distance learning boomed. Organisations
scrambled to acquire the technologies that enable virtual…

Developments this week highlight the urgent imperative
for boards and management teams to address climaterelated challenges as part of their regular risk assessment
practices. All of this will reverberate in boardrooms and
courtrooms. Directors should expect continuing waves of…
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The ESG-Innovation Disconnect:
Evidence from Green Patenting

Women Directors and E&S Performance:
Evidence from Board Gender Quotas

Lauren Cohen, Umit G. Gurun, Quoc Nguyen

Edith Ginglinger, Caroline Raskopf

No firm or sector of the global economy is untouched by
innovation. In equilibrium, innovators will flock to (and
innovation will occur where) the returns to innovative
capital are the highest. In this paper, we document…

Our results are robust to controlling for several directors’
observable characteristics and proxies for values such as
benevolence, universalism, and nonconformism. Since the
passage of the law, firms are more likely to create an E&S…
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